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Requirements

• Editor should run in any computer with Windows Operating Platform
• A frame can be created through the insertion of phrases and images.
• User should be able to edit any of the components inserted by adding borders, changing the font attributes in the components with phrases(color, size and type), background colors, positioning, size, etc.
• The frames should be saved and open at the users convenience.

Current System

Subliminal messaging has been used for many years but the end user had no control over the kind of messaging he was going to get.
The current systems available are text based oriented and the end user does not have full control.

System Design

Editor

Object Design

Serialization

• JSON files

Implementation

Excerpt of class JsonFileSaver

Verification

Screenshots

Summary

Subliminal messages are pictures or words which are not recognized by the conscious mind, but instead recorded in the subconscious. These messages can be used for self improvement which include activity focus and academic learning, among others.

With academic levels decreasing, this can be one of the tools that can make the learning experience easier and more fun.
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